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The Energy Oracle Cards are designed to reveal both the present energy you project and the

results you are likely to attract. The unlimited power of your own consciousness is a vital force that

moves through the Universe and plants the seeds of your destiny far and wide. These easy-to-use

cards will help you to understand what your consciousness is creating, as well as reveal any hidden

blocks that may be delaying your progress. The information they bring will empower and inspire you,

for it comes from heavenly messengers, friends from the spirit realm, and your own higher self. All

that you need is available to you, so let your intuition soar. Listen to the messages it brings and take

your life to wonderful new heights!
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I absolutely love this deck. I've had it about a week and it's one of the best decks I have. Here are a

few things I really like:1. The artwork is pretty good, not the best I've seen but good. The pictures

are involved and have lot of meaning in them which you will see from the descriptions in the book.

Each element means something. It is not JUST a picture.2. Each card has a right side up and

reverse meaning. I love this and don't have this with any of my other oracle decks. It gives a lot of

insight into the meaning of the car.3. The book is detailed and each card has a lot of information.I

just love these and each reading has been completely spot on. A must get for anyone interested in

reading oracle cards.

I have collected dedicated oracle cards for many years and this is without a doubt the most



beautiful, most uplifting, most enlightening deck I have every used! I will be giving these to everyone

on my Christmas list this year. I use them every day - they are life changing! Sandra has gone

above and beyond with the instructions that accompany the deck including affirmations and

techniques for maximizing your work with them. She gives much more specific information and

guidance than I have found with other decks. Her explanations and interpretations are

simultaneously practical and esoteric, like all of her work, and make the cards an absolute joy to

use, read, or just enjoy for their beautiful art. Highly recommended! Not to be missed!

I had purchased the Energy Oracle Cards twice. First time, because the reviews were so great and

when I got it, I did not enjoy the messages (they were honest and stuff I did not want to hear) so I

sold it. Second time, whatever it had given me advice on was so correct and did manifest in the way

it said it would, I couldn't ignore the fact this was a necessary oracle deck for me.Its an interesting

deck and the best way to describe it would be associating it as an oracle deck that reads like a tarot

deck. There, of course, are some exceptions as it has chakra/archangel cards, a mixture of major

and minor arcana themed cards (not all of the cards, but enough of them), and a spattering of court

cards (however you do not see the wands court suite represented).The artwork reminds you of

Colette Baron Reid's The Enchanted Map Oracle. Actually I wouldn't be surprised if its the same

artist. It is computer graphics, almost a 2D hologram effect (not 3D). There is a soft touch to the

choice of colors, pastels and brilliant earth tone colors (like good, tan, green, etc.). A lot of gold, tan,

and soft blues throughout this deck with an occasional splash of red here and there. The artwork is

pretty. I reserve gorgeous/beautiful in describing some of the artwork in other oracle decks (ie Toni

Carmine Salerno's Magdalene Oracle, etc.). There is nothing in this deck, in terms of art, that would

be offensive unless you find Fabio looking "Man Holding A Coin" offensive. This deck artwork also

reminds me of The Starseed Tarot, but moreso better described by The Enchanted Map Oracle.

The card images follow well with the card description.The guidebook is about 170 pages long and

include a few spreads:- One Card Pull- Three Card Spread- Seven Card Cross- Nine Card Spread-

The RoadI haven't used any of the spreads other than the usual 3 card spread I use for almost any

deck.Here are the card descriptors:Man Holding A CoinGoddess of the Moon6th Chakra/Archangel

MetatronThe SunThe Garden and the Gate2nd Chakra/Archangel ArielRest and RejuvenationThe

Temple PathAnge of StrengthIndecisionAll Tied UpThe Thinking ManActionAngel of

BalanceStrategyThe WorldPatienceCornucopiaMan Holding A Heart7th Chakra Archangel

UrielFinancial ConstraintsThe Thinking WomanBlossoming AbundanceAnxietyDoor To

SpiritWoman Holding A HeartWalking Away1st Chakra/Archangel MichaelDoor To RomanceHappy



FamilyMagician and the MirrorAppreciationDoor to Personal Healing and HappinessBroken

HeartHostilitiesWoman Holding A CoinHealer of the AgesStorm WarningContract5th

Chakra/Archangel GabrielEnvyAngel of LoveYin/YangDoor to ValueCommunity4th

Chakra/Archangel RaphaelAdjacent PossibilitiesAttachment3rd Chakra/Archangel ChamuelCaring

ConnectionsJourneyVictoryDeceitThe chakra/archangel cards kind of beffudle me, as I am not sure

what to do with them in a reading. They pop up and I think ??? The more I use the deck whenever I

see such cards I indicate it as blockages that need to be worked on. Or maybe one can remove the

chakra/archangel cards from the deck and use them alone for chakra readings/balancing. I guess

there's a mysticism to the cards as I think angels are assigned to different body parts in some jewish

beliefs, so maybe that is the reason between the association of the archangels with the chakras. I'm

still trying to learn how to smoothly incorporate the interpretation of those cards into my readings.I

find this deck to be inspired by The Psychic Oracle or the Oracle Tarot in its foundation. However,

these named decks did not celebrate the use of court cards, while the Energy Oracle Cards does. If

you enjoy using either The Psychic Oracle or the Oracle Tarot, I think Energy Oracle Cards would

be a great addition. If you are a tarot enthusiast who is trying to bridge a gap between the usage of

oracle cards, I think you will be really impressed with this deck. I love the fact its so accurate.

Sturdy and thick, good quality box and easy to bring along with you any where. There's also a well

thought out 176 page guidebook that comes with it - including invocations, sample spreads, and

card meanings. Furthermore, my favorite is how the images are so vibrant and imginative, with a

crisp clear gloss finish to them. The size of the cards are okay. Inexpensive and an overall good

buy.

I was was drawn to these cards when I first saw them. Let me tell you, The Deliver! They are

Beautiful! They feel great in your hands! It's a Big Deck with with just everything! Big Book with even

positive meanings for upside down cards. I have been dealing with some issues and these cards

are giving me wonderful insight. LOVE THEM!! lol

The artwork by Jena DellaGrottaglia is truly beautiful. Each card is rich in imagery and meaning.

Sandra Anne Taylor did a stellar job of creating meanings for the cards. The book that accompanies

the deck is also a terrific resource. I've used the deck now for several readings and find the

messages clear, uplifting and empowering.Using the Energy Oracle Card deck for either self

discovery or for reading for others, you will find this to be a valuable tool.



I fell in love with these cards the minute i opened up the box and held them. I don't know what it is

but they have such a nice energy to them and the art work is stunning!! The deck comes with 53

cards and includes a booklet with descriptions of each card as well as an affirmation to raise and

attract the energy you desire. Some of these cards also list blocks that are getting in the way. The

only challenge for me is she does use the reverse card method which i typically do not utilize, but

other than that this is my new favorite deck!!! I hope whoever buys these enjoys them as much as i

have.
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